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InglitSCT: /Soviet IOW Development Program
We have estimated, for a variety of cogent reasons,
OW the lariats lova assigned a very high priority to their /Clem
ilowalopossat program. anti that they have already decided to newts* a *Usable operational capability with ICS kis at the earliest
poostioabla date. la the light of much evidoaca of high Soviat
eogabitities in ballistic missilos of the establishment of a new
toot rug* for 1C3M nod rotated purposes. and of the early
ashioveamat of initial 1C.Sid and earh satellite vehicle launchings.
aro have do, aellmsted that the USSR will probably achieve an
laitial =SU operational capability some time daring calendar
1919. We have not riled out the possibility that the Soviets may
ostablisk in the latter part 41 1958 a limited operational capability
vidt aesaissratively unprovon

2. Thouo estimates of the probabla and possible dam of

initial Soviet aporational capability with ICBMs were predicated
*sea the fairly fropent test firing ef iCISIts over a period of
istailha. Est following the first few /Midi and earth satellite
leasebiags. the test-firing program apparently proceeded at a
dower pace than vs had anticipatest. More racently, to tha best
inin lotowladge *ore kas been no successful firing of an ICBM
toot 'vehicle since late May 19511. a period of more than five months.
S. Ihk view of the importance of this quotation to US national
sad if the 1311111S 4 i*AC of a new national estimate on Soviet
s and intentions In the military and other fields (NM 11-4-5S).
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it wleski be appropriate for +WIC at an early date to reexamine the
$oviet 1CM develepotent prog rant awl to reaffirm or recommend
megiitheation el our existiag estimate. In this re-examination, the
failowiag 4pesstiona should be considered:
a. Is enr tatelligeoce coverage safticient to establish
with a high degree of confidence the number of Soviet /CBM
nod earth satellite firings, including the number of failures?
b. What is the degree of Likelihood that through deception
feestetidreent the Soviets have prevented on from discovering
the true imagnitade of their ICBM test-firing program? What
week be the mere likely Soviet methods of eccomplishing such
deteption or concealment, if any?
e. What progress toward development of an operational
weapon system are the Soviets likely to have made to date
inom teat firings and attempted firings at Trent Tann?
el. What additional progress is likely to have been made
armlet component testing at Kepner: Tar prior to the
*Aida test-Ilights at Tyura Tani? Are components likely
to have been tooted sobeetturntly at Kapustin Tar? With
what probable effeet on the ICS/4 program?
so. Is it likely that static testing of ICBMs has taken
place unknown * on? With what probable effect on the
Mid program?
1. What is the likelihood that the epparent slow rats of

=At tut arise represents serious difficidty and delay in
the development program?

• What is the likelihood that the program has already
begot sinceessfel enough to permit the USSR to establish an
initial operational capability? Under such conditions, what
sent of damsel:to:fifties might an operational IC11 have at
sweiteet?
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h. to Store any svidanco to support the present todatanco
peopotaIlen of an operatiooal ICSIA capability in the USSR?
Of a productisa props= for =Slits sad systems eloipn2ont7
irodit awls ovidsnce be expected. in the light of our current
sailoction Capabilities?
f. 1,1011 utility (e.g. missile prodoction, launching sad

bandits lacilitw constriction, troop traiaing) should be
usidar way at present and at what rats* should such activity
jorscaoll, if OW =SA is to acquire 431 opsrational capability
with SOO ICIUs is 1961 or at the latest 1942?

j. What is the likelihood that the WS* to emplasising
apse. flight programs at the eupemos of =Id dovelopment?
k. Whit other factors (e.g. a deliberate Soviot policy
of Oldeisdpii maximum besofit from each test fixing balers
dm moat is attempted) stay eacplain the apparent slow rats
it $CSI& toot firings to date?
1. /a gram. what is the most likely exidauation far the
olmisrved pattern of Soviet 1C1t1i devslopsoont to date. and
IOW ausdifications, if soy, should be node to our *sleds&
•ollimatet
4. (WIC should cocoplote this reexamination and submit its
rosommaadatiosts to am sad to the board of Natioaal Latimates
by SI (*tabor 1951.
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